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we are better to have 
a "well-made rather than a well-filled head" 
knowledge vs. understanding 
training for exams 
not enough time to learn 
(too much to absorb) 
takes time to understand 
links between things? 
quantity vs. quality 
abstraction and action 
knowledge is designed, 
built and refined 
(design thinking) 
learning thinking 
-7 love of learning 
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STEM? 
21st century ... 
Society changes ... 
Critical age? 
Literacy and maths? 
Space is about 
cognition, innovation 
and risk taking 





Technology provides us 
with concrete trivial answers 
to theoretical fundamental questions 
understanding 
situated knowledge design 
learning thinking 
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and problem solving? 














M u I ti-d isci pi i narity 
Cooperative work 
Learning by doing ... 







The best way 
to predict the future 
is to invent it. 
Alan Kay 
Possible futures ... 
Goal-driven 
vs. event-driven ... 
Einstein Pop Art by OverSurge 
From STEM to STEAM 
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knowledge vs. understanding 
use tech no logy ... 
... to improve understanding 
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Nothing happens without a little excitement 
Rien ne se fait sans un peu d'enthousiasme 
Voltaire, Extra it d~une Lettre 
